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Optics

� Updated collimator and camera designs based on refined optical constants.  These were
developed based on correspondence with Darragh O'Donoghue and Harland Epps, plus an
exhaustive literature search.  Both NaCl and Fused Silica optical constants required updating.
After reoptimization the system images were degraded by about 20%.  Substitution of a glass on
the NIR side of the collimator and redesign of the final triplet in the camera recovered about 1/2
of this degradation, which is judged to be acceptable.

� Finished detailed thermal design of the collimator.  A passive thermal compensation system
will consist of two delrin spacers which move the first singlet and triplet relative to the rest of
the collimator, plus moving the second singlet relative to this group.  This was necessary to
correct a large focal plane scale change and a serious image degradation with temperature.  It
will also correct 75% of the collimator focal shift.  The full focal shift cannot be removed
simultaneously for the VIS and NIR beams, so the focus residual was divided between the two.

� Finished detailed thermal design of the camera.  This system has little focal plane scale shift,
moderate image degradation, and a large focus shift with temperature.  The passive thermal
compensation system will shift the combination of the CaF2 singlet and the NaCl triplet relative
to the first camera group, and the camera housing will be aluminum, which aids in the
compensation (and saves weight).  This removes all of the camera focus shift, the remaining
collimator focus shift, with good imaging.  The entire system has been re-optimized for the
temperature range -10 - 25 °C, and an updated specification has been issued (SALT-
3120AE0005, available at http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3120.html)

� Decided on the active focus scheme.  Since it has been found that the original focusing plan
using the collimator doublet is not feasible due to the excessive required travel and image
degradation, it has been necessary to explore focusing in the camera, either the dewar itself or a
camera optical element.  The most recent optical design shows that focusing the CaF2 singlet/
NaCl triplet group (the same group as the passive compensator) is best.  Focusing the dewar
would involve a heavy stage to cantilever the dewar with required stiffness.  The singlet/triplet
group has good focus sensitivity, and the end of the delrin spacer used for passive thermal
compensation is conveniently available for a focus actuator.

� Specification/ RFP development
- Met with UW purchasing representatives to discuss wording of the optics RFPs.
- Received sample RFPs that may be indicative of what we need for both the Optics RFP and the
Optomechanics RFP
- Began drafting Optics and Optomechanics RFPs
- Began drafting specifications for Folding Flat mirror



� Mechanical support: Determined tolerance specifications for slit masks (tip/tilt/rotation,
absolute and relative repeatability, etc.)

Mechanical

� Completed the design of the slitmask mechanism and documentation - this has been worked
into a control document as well, SALT-3120AE0002, available at
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3130.html

� The guider mount has been designed and FEA model carried out to ensure that the guider is
held to 5 microns at the telescope focus. 

� Investigated and did exploratory design work on the focusing the dewar. 

Control

� New documents on web site http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/documents/technical.html
- OCDD Modes.  Re-analyzed PFIS operational modes.
- control system guidelines
- control system CDR deliverables
- mechanism lab specification.  The mechanism lab will be a hardware breadboard using
examples of currently specified stepper motors, pneumatics, and sensors.  The goal is to facilitate
designing and coding one complete mechanism as a proof of design for the complete PFIS
control system.

� Worked on wiring diagrams: have first cut on slitmask diagram & top level diagram. 

� Looked into control issues: pneumatics, bar code readers, etc. 

� Maintained sensor & actuator documents on web site

� Dealt with space issues, started clearing lab space

Management

� Revised the schedule for Critical Design Phase, breaking down tasks into smaller pieces (< 2
weeks) and improving time estimates

Detectors (SAAO)

� Mosaicing.  No turnkey mosaicing systems were found to be available that are suitable and
inside budget. There is still the possibility of building up a system from individual components



and answers to a few outstanding questions will enable a decision on this soon.  Two commercial
vendors, Marconi and Lockheed Martin also provide this service. Lockheed Martin was asked
for a quote and a formal specification is currently being prepared for Marconi. During the recent
CCD conference in Hawaii, a spokesperson from Marconi indicated that they have recently made
significant improvements to their mosaicing service. Lockheed Martin produced a poster paper
on the services they offer - their quote is expected  within days.

� SALTICAM.  General progress has been made on all fronts for SALTICAM, working towards 
Final Design Review for the Verification Mode: cryostat design and finite element analysis,
CCD control, software. Much of SALTICAM has common elements with the PFIS detector
package. 

Activities for the next month

� Mechanism designs:
grating magazine mechanism

� Optics
update the optics design document
send out RFP for opto-mechanical consultant. 
draft RFP for collimator-camera optics
write SPIE manuscripts
send out RFQ for fold flat

� Control
set up mechanism lab
first-cut wiring diagram

� Detectors
ICD and Statement of Work update




